Introduction

K2 HD is an eco-friendly RSL compliant product designed for high density printing on garments without using any foaming agents.

Certification

- GOTS
- RSL compliant

Features

- Excellent sharpness
- Super soft feel
- Very good fastness

Chemical Properties

- Physical state: Paste
- Colour: Off White
- Water solubility: Dispersible in Water
- Nature of product: Acrylic copolymer

Storage & Shelf life

- Do not store under direct sunlight or at a temperature exceeding 45°C
- Always keep the lid closed after the material is withdrawn from container
- Shelf life of the product is 18 months (under ideal storage conditions)

Disclaimer

The information & data contained herein are given in good faith but without warranty. We recommend that before using our products, the customer should make his/her own tests to determine the suitability of the products for his/her own purpose under his/her operating conditions. As the circumstances under which our products are stored, handled and used are beyond our control, we cannot assume any responsibility for their use by the customers.